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The Instant #1Ã‚Â New York TimesÃ‚Â BestsellerFrom the mind of PewDiePie, the #1 YouTuber in

the world with 40 million fans and more than 10 billion views, comesÃ‚Â This Book Loves You, a

collection of beautifully illustrated inspirational thoughts and sayings. In This Book Loves You,

PewDiePie delivers advice and wisdom that everyone can use. If all else fails, remember:

"DonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t be yourself. Be a pizza. Everyone loves pizza."
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PewDiePie is the most popular YouTuber in the world, with more than 40 million subscribers and a

world record breaking 10 billion views. He is Swedish and lives in Brighton, UK.

Alright, this book has a lot of high and low points but I'm going to tell you now: This book is MEANT

to make fun of those "inspirational quotes", not to actually BE them.And to parents that want to get

this book for your kid, ask yourself this: Are they in High School? Then buy it. And if your child buys

it for themselves don't confiscate it. Parents are blind to what goes on in younger society and I can

say that once you hit high school your innocence is pretty much gone, same with your filter.My

recommended age group however, is 16 to about 20. This book really is meant to target teens

because it's basically a slap of reality.I've been suffering with depression for a long time, and I've

read this book during my low points to pick me back up (if you can believe that, then keep reading).

The jokes are meant to poke fun at how there are inspirational quotes all over the Internet, and yet

most people don't do anything past making a pretty quote on paper. The book itself is basically like



a huge joke, and the with an ending like "I lied" I would hope that many would see that.This book is

not anymore of a joke than those "journal" books (that I've done so many of in attempts to keep my

depression in check). Sure it's not what you expect, but it really is a pleasant book when you

understand it on a basic level as humor and a cool play on irony.Buy at your own risk, if you're not

ready to handle a slap in the face by reality kids then don't take it. If you're an adult buying for a

child check it out at a local bookstore first, or just buy it as I said and let them experience it.//my two

personal favorite quotes are in the pictures

Such a cute book! I enjoyed reading through every page and having a few laughs as well as a few

good thoughts within it. A book like this probably isn't meant to make you think too hard, but I took

every page into consideration and overall, had a fun time reading!! It is quite a quick read though if

you merely skim through the pages which consist of mostly pictures and then a quote on one side of

the page or both. If you want an in depth book to merely read without much thought, then this is not

for you!I recommend this book to Pewdiepie fans and for those who tend to overthink or take time to

analyze quotes and meanings meant behind them like me!Brofist!!Would definitely order again! :D

Surprisingly funny. I love his videos, but I seriously expected the book to be pretty bad. It's actually

funny enough to where I laughed out loud a couple times. It's a full-sized book, but not a lot of words

on each page, so it's a short read. The pictures that go with each quote are very well done, in my

opinion. The book makes fun of inspirational quotes, but it can seem bad to people who don't

understand sarcastic humor like that.To parents wondering if they should buy it for their kid: There

are no "bad" words, but there are references to them. In addition, it is a satire, so you have to make

sure your kid understands dark sarcasm. It is pretty clean otherwise and I would recommend it.

Purchased this for my son who likes PewDiePie. The book definitely held up to it's name. It was

designed great and not only my son, but our entire family really liked everything that was put in it. If

you are a PewDiePie fan on YouTube, then his book is a must have.

The moment I opened this book, I immediately started laughing. Love it! Surprisingly inspirational,

and my grandmother even laughed at some of the pages (and she doesn't laugh very often!)

Definitely a great book! PewDiePie has never produced such quality! The quotes are funny, the

pictures are well placed and overall visually appealing. The book has a few sacrilegious things(a



quote and in PewDiePie's biography) although it can be over looked simply because it's Poods. The

only unappealing part of this book is the cover. The black material catches fingerprints and other

things very easily. I had to carry a clothe with me whilst in school.Honestly, this is a great book and

would recommend it for any bro!I'm currently in the process of convincing my English Teacher to

except this as a valid book for my Senior Book. Here's to hoping!

I really like the book, and I think it's really cool that it is a "grow up" book, but the design is still a kid

of "children" book. Love it! Great design! Also really funny. And that some of the quotes can relate to

he's videos, that also makes the book a little bit more personal and you really feel like "this book

loves you".

perfect gift for pewdiepie fans
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